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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

A huge thank you to all our young people, volunteers, staff, trustees, funders and supporters
who have enabled us to achieve our goals this year. Thank you for sharing your time, energy,
your wonderful selves and enabling us to be everything that we are! And an additional thank
you to Dr. Danielle White for helping to create this report.

Please note

As many of our young people are not fully
‘out’ as LGBT+, we have made the decision to
anonymise all our quotes from young people
included in the report this year. We continue to
be committed to those who are often invisible
and do not have a voice.

LGBT+ means lesbian, gay, bisexual and trans and other related identities who want to be
under this collective banner. This may include those who are pansexual, intersex, non-binary,
agender, etc., (see glossary on pages 30-31).
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You are accepted here no matter what
you look like, if you are male, female or
a mix of both, gay, straight or anything
in between, rich, poor, level-headed,
confused, happy, struggling, wherever
you are in your life.
– A Young Person from The Proud Trust
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MESSAGE FROM OUR CHAIR ALI RONAN

We are delighted to present this year’s annual report having had
a challenging and joyful year of change.
We are an outward facing LGBT+ charity, built from conversations
and connections developed over the last 35 years. We are proud
to sit at the heart of the LGBT+ community listening to the needs
and ideas of our members. We love the work we do and respond
with enthusiasm to opportunities that enable LGBT+ people to feel
safe and to be proud of who they are. The organisation strikes a
balance between condemning and challenging lesbiphobia,
homophobia, biphobia and transphobia and the positive elements
of encouraging fun, supporting people to build friendships and
developing social and political awareness.
Positioned in the centre of Manchester, but working across
England, we are home to a diverse range of projects and
programmes. This year we impacted over 20,000 people directly
and 3.4 million indirectly through training professionals who work
with young people.
We are growing year-on-year, having more than doubled our
reach over the past two years through projects like our inclusive
schools’ work.
The Proud Trust continues to lovingly manage the LGBT+ Centre,
but we are operating at capacity. For the past few years we have
been planning to demolish our current building and rebuild a
three-storey building on the same site. We are proud to announce
that we have fundraised a total of £2.26 million for this. This
patchwork of funding has come through grants; community
members’ challenge events/fundraisers; our own 30 Year’s Queer
events; ‘buy a brick’ initiative and corporate sponsorship. This
incredible achievement has enabled us to relocate to the
Manchester Science Park on an interim site, in preparation for
our permanent move back into a brand-new, purpose-built centre
on our existing site after 18 months.
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WHAT IS IT LIKE TO BE INVOLVED IN THE PROUD TRUST?
All of what we do is a direct response to the needs of the LGBT+ community. Our staff and trustees
are curious and we listen. This listening happens within micro one-to-one conversations with young
people, through our programme of activities and events, and within our training in schools, colleges
and work places. We also listen through our research and at a national and global level through our
presence in forums that communicate and shape good practice.
As we listen to those we represent, in turn, we are being listened to as we communicate the voices
of young people and youth workers in these forums and places of influence.
Our offer to children, young people and our partners is a direct response to this listening.
This approach has enabled strong partnerships with young people and wider agencies. Projects and
services founded upon these relationships have developed organically, where a shared desire for
positive change has enabled investment, development and growth. The result has been an organisation
bursting at the seams with activities, projects and services.
We operate according to traditional youth and community work values. This enables us to create
powerful spaces within our youth groups, café, partnerships events, meetings and festivals. Our
members say they feel overwhelmingly welcome, understood, supported and developed. Diversity is
embraced and people are valued for who they are.

I feel so safe and relaxed here, it’s the only place where I’m not
constantly checking
to make sure I’m safe in being who I am.
– A Young Person from
The Proud Trust
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The word cloud below represents the words which have come up most frequently in our evaluation questionnaires
with 142 young people who access our services.
The success of our approach and how we operate is reflected in the feedback received from members. Young people
and partners are always telling us how we make a big difference to their lives.

I can be openly who I want to be without having to think about it.
These two years have been amazing. From being closeted to coming
out, I have learnt a lot about identities and other people. I have
made new friends that I see regularly and I have also spoken to
other older LGBT+ BAME people about cultures and faith similar to
mine. From being a shy and quiet person who hadn’t told anyone
about how I am, to exploring my own identity. I am now helping out
with lots of workshops and events for the wider LGBT+ community.
– A Young Person from The Proud Trust
9
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WE INSTIGATE WIDER SOCIETAL CHANGE

The partnerships we create enable us to influence change locally and on a wider societal basis; some examples
of this wider change are discussed here by our Operational Director.

We are young and person-centred, we are informal
educators, we are participatory practitioners, we
are dedicated to equality, diversity, inclusion and
addressing hate crime, and young people use our range of
opportunities because they choose to do so.
Who are you, what is your role within
The Proud Trust?
I am Sally Carr MBE and my role is the Operational Director
(effectively joint CEO at The Proud Trust alongside Amelia Lee
our Strategic Director). We share the role of CEO as we are
a Feminist organisation and recognise the skills, abilities and
experiences that more than one person can bring to this role.
Amelia is brilliant at strategy and I am brilliant at operations,
so it just makes perfect sense to have two people who have a
healthy mix of agreement and disagreement to ensure we have
a vibrant and forward thinking charity that doesn’t stagnate.

If you had to pick, what have been your most interesting areas of work for you
this year?
In February 2019 we ran three days of inspiring and ground breaking events.
Day one was the launch of the first phase of our network alliance for LGBT+ youth groups in schools, with over
100 teachers and students attending, hosted by the Co-op at their HQ in Manchester. Day two was a learning
and sharing day between the three major LGBT+ youth work organisations in England, Scotland and the Republic
of Ireland where we explored issues, concerns and joys similar to each organisation. Day three was our LGBT+
youth workers conference, with 180 people coming from Ireland, the UK and the Islands of Britain (IUKI). Held at
Manchester Metropolitan University, this was the start of the creation of the IUKI LGBT+ youth workers network,
and is supported by the LGBT+ Consortium, The National Youth Agency, LGBT+ Youth Scotland and BeLonG To.

I know the organisation gets involved in all sorts of interesting things, what was it
about these projects specifically?
The hunger, energy and just sheer delight in meeting each other and discussing our work which has created a
range of peer support networks, ongoing collaborations and personal support for many LGBT+ youth workers
from across our islands.
10
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What was your most challenging area of work this year?
It’s often challenging and disheartening when some of the bigger LGBT+ organisations in the UK just don’t work in
collaborative ways, despite claiming that they do; and instead try to side track the existing providers and set-up
opportunities for LGBT+ youth in ways that are unneeded, unsustainable, ill-considered and often feel like they
are out to make a name for themselves rather than to support the sector. We chair, by consent, the IUKI LGBT+
Youth Work Network, the Trans Youth Network, the COLOURS network (the network for LGBT+ Black and Asian
young people and other young people of colour), the LGBT+ Groups in Schools Alliance and the North West Regional
LGBT+ youth workers network, and our partners have mandated us to do so, and we ask that the larger LGBT+
organisations are more respectful of this ground-up way of working and stop trying to impose their will over the
will of the networks.

Why is this kind of work important for The Proud Trust?
LGBT+ young people’s lives need consistent, high quality and person-centred youth work opportunities, in order that
they not only survive in an increasingly LGBTphobic society but also thrive. The youth workers are at the heart of
this and need to be involved, informed, and feel supported in the work we do in often very difficult circumstances.

Why is the The Proud Trust well positioned to be involved?
The Proud Trust brings with it a history of more than 35 years of doing the right thing by LGBT+ young people, so
not ‘for young people’ but ‘by’, it’s collective and participatory, and this is the difference. In youth work we start
where the young person is at with their experiences of the world, and we work alongside them and not on/to
them. By holding on to our values we are clear what we stand for. We are young-person centred, we are informal
educators, we are participatory practitioners, we are dedicated to equality, diversity, inclusion and addressing
hate crime, and young people use our range of opportunities because they choose to do so. We are located in
schools, communities and institutions where our mission is to ensure we are life-saving and life-enhancing for
all LGBT+ young people. The various networks, peer support options, sharing of activities, collective voice and
collaborative working that we foster ensures the work continually improves to better serve LGBT+ young people.

What were the outcomes for these pieces of work?
We have some key networks developing and growing: the IUKI LGBT+ Youth Work Network, the Trans Youth
Network, the COLOURS Network, the LGBT+ Groups in Schools Alliance and the North West Regional LGBT+ Youth
Workers Network.
The IUKI LGBT+ Youth Work Network has just published guidance on reaching LGBT+ young people in rural settings;
the COLOURS Network held a festival for LGBT+ young people of colour in 2019; in early 2020 the IUKI LGBT+ Youth
Work Network will bring people together again for a learning and sharing day, and the Trans Youth Network has
provided a number of action learning sets to solve problems faced in our work supporting trans young people.

How does this link to your wider vision?
Our vision is to end stigma and fear of stigma through working directly with LGBT+ young people as well as
influencing wider society. The result will be that all LGBT+ people will be proud of who they are, and integrated
across communities where they live, learn, work, play and pray. The work of the various networks enables this
to happen through supporting LGBT+ young people in various services and opportunities; supporting LGBT+ youth
workers through peer support, training, resources; influencing the wider children and young people’s workforce;
11
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WE ARE GROWING

As we create more positive change, we have a plan in place to facilitate this change. Our 2018-2021 organisational
development plan is underway, and this is broken down into the following areas:

Internal developments

1. Competencies of staff – Including development of stronger HR processes such as a job evaluation process and
using our new competency framework for supervisions, appraisals and recruitment.
2. Communications, networking and marketing – Including more activity with the media and social media, plus
website developments to improve functionality, such as an area for all UK LGBT+ youth groups to add in their
details to go on the national ‘find my local youth group’ interactive map.
3. Monitoring and evaluation systems to ensure we have responsive, continuous evidence-based delivery,
including mainstreaming our outcomes framework into all funding bids, all operations and all evaluation processes.
4. Quality assurance processes – Developing an internal process for a review of quality across our youth work
provisions.
5. Diverse fundraising and income generation – We have continued to work on corporate giving and have
developed a new fundraising strategy, with developments planned around community fundraising. We have a
finance manager for the first time, so are able to now benefit from new expertise in the organisation, including
an assessment of our VAT position.

|
Operational developments

The main activities of the charity are:
1. Youth work and group work.
2. Peer support, one-to-one support and Safer Person Projects.
3. Events for young people and our wider communities.
4. Special projects:
a. Trans health services.
b. LGBT+ allies for people of colour and those in faith communities.
c. Reducing young gay and bisexual men’s loneliness.
d. Improving mental health services.
e. Lesbian, bisexual and pansexual women’s intergenerational work.
5. Training and resources, including our Rainbow Flag Awards scheme for schools.
6. LGBT+ Centre and Community Café.
7. Research.
8. Infrastructure support through structured networks and events.
12
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1. Youth Work and Group Work
All services are developed and delivered within a Professional Youth Work philosophy. The organisation currently
runs 21 youth groups across Greater Manchester and Cheshire. This includes local groups in Manchester City
Centre, South Manchester (Wythenshawe), Stockport, Trafford, Rochdale, Oldham, Bolton, Chester, Ellesmere
Port, Winsford and Northwich. Intersectional identities/lesser-represented parts of the LGBT+ community
are specifically catered for by focused services including: three groups for trans young people, a young LGB and
pansexual women’s group, a group for LGBT+ people looked after/in care, an under 12s group (delightfully called
‘Sprinkles’) and a group for LGBT+ young people of colour (also known as BAME young people). We continue to
work with over 120 sport, art, cultural, youth, health and social care providers on joint projects. 1,166 young
people were supported and engaged through youth groups this year. In addition, we have developed a variety
of additional youth volunteering and leadership roles to move young people from consumers to creators, whilst
they gain empowerment and develop a variety of skills. 69 people benefited from completing employment skills
courses with us this year including food hygiene and first aid courses.

2. Peer Support, One-to-One Support
and Safer Person Projects
Through our face-to-face and online/virtual support
programme delivered by LGBT+ young people and adults,
we help those who are struggling with sexuality or
gender issues, those who are feeling isolated, and those
who are navigating hostile family, school or community
lives. We remove barriers by taking the support directly
to those who need it. We delivered training for young
peer supporters including through a residential training
weekend. 133 young people were supported through our
one-to-one support this year. We have also developed
our Safer Person Project – this is a five session training
course for all young people in schools and youth settings.
This equips young people with the skills to be a ‘safer
person’ and a better friend to their peers.

ugh

people thro
I can talk to people in a more open way and I can help
these things if they’ve got problems
– Young Participant in Safer Person Project Training
13
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3. Events for Young People and our Wider Communities
The organisation delivers well-established regional events and
residential trips. This year we delivered our Art Activist event in May
alongside our Being Proud Awards. We worked with our Scottish and
Irish sister organisations to deliver a UK and Ireland share and learn
event followed by a conference for all LGBT+ youth workers in Ireland,
UK and the surrounding Islands (IUKI). We attended over 15 Pride events
and supported them through running stalls and youth spaces. We also
delivered a young LGB and pansexual women’s camp, young gay and
bisexual men’s retreat, a trans youth residential, and supported our
sister organisation Gendered Intelligence with trans Super Camp. We
also delivered Rainbow Playground, our new sport, arts and culture
festival for young people.

I want to thank you, what an amazing opportunity this sports weekend has been. The staff
were incredibly attentive to everyone’s needs, they went above and beyond in terms of inclusion
and nothing felt like too much trouble. They are an incredible asset to The Proud Trust, as were
the young people in attendance, and I feel they represented the organisation well. Overall, it was
a fantastic weekend and I can’t express how thankful I am to have been a part of it.
– A Young Person with disabilities from The Proud Trust

4. Special Projects
The Proud Trust operates at a grassroots level,
enabling us to identify gaps in support and service
provision. Where we identify significant gaps, we
work alongside partners to develop new services. We
call these special projects.

a. Trans health services

We help coordinate TransAction – a multi-agency action group set-up to promote the holistic needs of trans
young people including advocating for Greater Manchester Gender Identity Services. With colleagues from NHS
England we have helped design a specification for an over 17s Trans Health Service for Greater Manchester,
and have involved over 100 trans and non-binary people in our consultations about this. We have also trained
people who work in children and young people’s health and social care, so they have better trans and non-binary
awareness.
14
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I feel like I belong somewhere! I
feel like I have a family! It’s just
upsetting having to leave this place
and all these amazing people! Also I
feel hopeful and it means a lot as it
makes me realise that I am not alone
in the world.
– Participant on the COLOURS
Residential

b. LGBT+ Allies – people of colour and those in faith communities

Our BAME and Faith LGBT+ Allies programme aims to identify and support adults in faith and BAME communities,
so that they will be advocates for LGBT+ people and change makers, helping make their communities more open
and affirming. Our aim is that young BAME LGBT+ people and LGBT+ people of faith will have more safe spaces in
which they can be themselves in all their rich identities. 151 adults have been engaged on the programme this
year with 82 having received training on how to be a better ally to LGBT+ young people. We also continue to
support young BAME LGBT+ people through our group Fusion, and through the COLOURS Network of LGBT+ groups
supporting young people of colour. We have delivered a festival with the young people connected through the
COLOURS network, and a residential for BAME young people. In recognition of our work, we have been shortlisted
for a National Diversity Award for our work with LGBT+ people of colour.

As part of our allied work with other organisations to
combat youth loneliness, we have been developing tools
young people can use, and activities they can benefit from.
We have developed, alongside young people (primarily
aged 18-25), some trial projects including a walking
and outdoors group, a board games group and a guide to
combat loneliness called ‘Connect’.

15
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d. Improving mental health services

With colleagues in statutory mental health services (CAMHS) and the voluntary sector, we have begun looking
at how to improve mental health services so they are more LGBT+ inclusive. We hope to develop a pilot quality
assurance programme in the coming year, to help CAMHS services become more LGBT+ inclusive.

16
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e. Lesbian, bisexual and pansexual women’s intergenerational work

We continue to deliver an annual event called Sapphormation, which had 80 people attend this year from across
the generations. Women attended workshops and activities on the theme of ‘Defiance’. We also continued to
deliver an all-ages discussion group called ‘Feed Your Head’. We have been developing a project with Sussex
University to explore the changes in experiences of young women’s sexuality over the past 30 years, through
working with young women in our youth groups, using materials from the Women, Risk and Aids Project (WRAP)
which was a life history research project from 1988-1990.

5. Training and Resources, Including our Rainbow Flag
Award Scheme for Schools
We deliver training and workshops for the education and social care sectors. 4,629 young people have received
our awareness workshops this year. We have intentionally done less direct work with pupils as our focus has been
moving towards training adults and changing the wider culture within schools through a ‘whole school approach’.
In line with this we have trained 3,442 professionals this year which is a big increase on last year. Training ranges
from stand-alone training days to in-depth project work. We completed our three-year pilot of our Rainbow Flag
Award, which utilises a whole school approach to achieve cultural change, with young people at the heart of the
change. Over 300 schools have benefited from the ‘The Rainbow Flag Award’ programme. This was delivered with
three other English charities as a partnership, and we now have a plan to
move towards a social enterprise model as a partnership, to continue
to deliver the Award, reaching more schools and Academy Trusts.
We have also delivered a number of high quality resources including
resource packs for LGBT+ History Month and a guide for how to set-up
and run LGBT+ groups in schools. With partner schools we delivered a
conference this year exploring how to develop an alliance of schools who
currently deliver LGBT+ groups, which over 100 people attended. We will
now develop this model into a subscription membership scheme for
schools this coming year.
17
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The word cloud above represents the words which have come up most frequently from looking at 1,061 training
evaluation questionnaires from people who have been on a training course with us.
We deliver training packages that are bespoke to organisations, as well as public training courses
which include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
1818

Including LGBT+ Pupils and Challenging LGBTphobic Bullying in Primary Schools
Including LGBT+ Students and Challenging LGBTphobic Bullying in Secondary Schools and Colleges
Trans Inclusion in Primary Education
Working with Trans, Gender Variant and Non-binary Young People
Faith in Yourself: Supporting LGBT+ Young People of Faith
Effectively Supporting Youth Led Initiatives
Sexuality aGender v2: An Inclusive Sexual Health Toolkit
Including the Invisible: Meeting the Needs of LGBT+ Young People in Youth Settings
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We are currently trialling a cluster approach for our Rainbow Flag Award which provides an LGBT+ inclusion
framework for schools. This involves us focusing on one rural high school and all of its “feeder” primary schools.
This approach is enabling us to support rurally isolated LGBT+ children and helping young people to feel included
and supported for their entire education journey.
Sexuality aGender, our inclusive sexual health toolkit for secondary school aged pupils was a little ahead of its
time when we first made it three years ago. Now this resource is proving crucial to schools that wish to meet
the requirements of the new statutory Relationships and Sex Education guidance, coming into force in September
2020.
Alien Nation, is a pioneering book for primary schools that enables a positive and engaging conversation about
gender identity, introducing important language and terminology. A five-lesson lesson pack – Trans Positive
Education for Primary Schools – has also been recently funded and launched, building on the success of the
original book.

As a 23 year old, bi/pansexual man, I truly wished I found out about the
organisation a few years back. I feel like I am new to understanding the LGBT+
community, as I have never really delved into it. The facilitator was really
informative and I really liked the debate we had. There are so many issues to talk
about, and I feel as though now they are being pushed into the mainstream, to
get people thinking. I thought the trainer was absolutely fantastic, with how she
made the topic really easy to understand. I didn’t realise how ignorant I was before
regarding these issues, and I claim to be open minded. I am from Ellesmere Port, and
I never knew that The Proud Trust had a group there! I only heard about it when I
did the Gaydio Youth Project in Chester. It is such a marvellous thing that an LGBT+
group exists there! Thank you for your work, and thank you for helping the younger
generation be more comfortable with themselves. It is hard, but hopefully we will
live in a society where everyone can feel comfortable regardless of who they like,
what they want to dress in, and feel comfortable with themselves.
- Participant in a Proud Trust Training Session
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6. LGBT+ Centre and 		
Community Café

#
#

Our historically significant LGBT+ Centre within Manchester provides a wide range of community self-help services
and a hub for LGBT+ youth work in the North West region, with 9,500 people visiting the building last year. We
manage it to a high standard, including systems for security, health and safety, and community involvement/
feedback meetings. This year we have made strides towards securing a 50-year lease on the building/land and have
continued to develop our building project for the LGBT+ Centre, to demolish our current building and to create a
new three-storey building on our site. Fundraising has been significant, with £2.26 million secured or pledged
towards the project which will cost £2.4 million in total.
Our community café provides a ‘soft contact’ space for the community who want to find connection and support
through the LGBT+ Centre, as well as a chance to meet the wider community and learn more about LGBT+
lives through their contact with the café. 10,100 people were served through the café this year. In addition,
intergenerational volunteering opportunities provided support and skills development, helping people engage with
their communities as well as increasing their employment potential and wellbeing.

Coming here to a safe and welcoming space helps me mentally, it’s a
positive space to meet regularly and talk about things. Having a calm
space to do that is important for so many LGBT+Q people. A dedicated
LGBT+Q space is incredible. It is somewhere that being sober and talking
about things happens, which is really important.
– Adult LGBT+ Centre Attendee
20
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Love letters to the LGBT+ Centre…

#

In June 2019 we hosted a Farewell Festival which saw 100 people attend and celebrate the end of the current,
original LGBT+ Centre. The day was delivered in partnership with colleagues from Manchester Libraries, Enjoy Arts,
our patron and musician Claire Mooney and a variety of community volunteers. The day included capturing Love
Letters to the Centre as well as audio podcasts of people’s favourite memories. Here are some of the love letters
from this day:

I am a recovering alcoholic. The Sidney Street Friday AA meeting was my first
meeting 22 years ago, and I’ve been sober 18 years. This venue, the love within it and
the power of AA keeps me alive, one day at a time. I’ve looked at these walls for 22
years, almost every Friday evening. I’ve seen people come and go, some stay, some
coming back, and others never making it for reasons no-one knows. How will I feel
on a Friday evening in a different venue? I will find out, but I know deep within my
heart will be this special place.
– Adult LGBT+ Centre Attendee

#

Our time together has been quite brief, but the memories you have given me will
last a lifetime, so don’t worry about being forgotten. I arrived to you hurt, quiet
and looking for hope. Coming to you with your arms wide open with the many
people creating joy in your four walls made me feel joy. There is no gift big enough,
expensive enough for the thank you I wish to give you. Since being with you I have
experienced so much. I have learnt that there are people who care for me and love
and accept me regardless of my flaws. The help I have been given from the people
who work in the rooms that you have created has changed my life so much. I have
learned that I am deserving of good friendships, health and happiness, all thanks
to you. I have made art, read books, I have eaten food, nourished my body. I have
cooked and baked, served it to people with a smile upon my face and theirs in
return. I have cried and I have been comforted. I have danced and played games. And
so much more whilst being sheltered by you. You’re neatly tucked away which brings
me a sense of safety and comfort. You will always be close to my heart, even when
the walls you have carefully looked after are gone.
– Adult LGBT+ Centre Attendee
21
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7. Research
This year we concluded our partnership project with Lancaster University
exploring the challenges families play in the mental wellbeing of young
LGBT+ people. This insightful work, funded by the Wellcome Trust, has
drawn up some recommendations around the navigation of what can be
fundamental relationships when developing positive identities. In response,
we created some resources around staying mentally well over the festive
period, which is often a time of increased stress and distress amongst LGBT+
young people, including those who are not and those who are estranged
from LGBTphobic families.

We continue to work with Leeds University on the Living Gender
in Diverse Times (Economic and Social Research Council funded)
project, and are about to begin working with Oxford University on a
National Institute for Health Research project to make more visible
the health experiences of trans and non-binary young people. We
have carried out our own action research this year around young
people’s experiences of loneliness and trans young people’s experiences
of health care. In addition, we have conducted interviews and focus
groups around young people’s experiences of being LGBT+ and from a
faith community, and from this have made a number of guides and
resources under the heading of ‘Faith in Yourself’.

22
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8. Infrastructure Support Through
Structured Networks and Events

			

We want to share and develop good practice wherever possible. We continue to coordinate the North West regional
LGBT+ Youth Workers Network providing training, resource development/sharing, as well as joint projects and
events, such as the first LGBT+ Sports Month (in September) for young people, as a way to bring more physical
activity into LGBT+ young people’s lives.

In addition, though our LGBT+ youth workers conference for Ireland, the United Kingdom and
Islands of Britain (IUKI), a new LGBT+ youth workers network was created. This network has
over 200 LGBT+ youth workers involved, representing the diversity of youth work sectors.
This network provides support and guidance for workers in the field through opportunities
to share, learn, collaborate and develop these sectors, utilising the diverse array of voices
to creatively engage with current and future challenges. The Proud Trust also provides the
coordination for the National Trans Youth Network – a network of 40 organisations who
deliver direct support to trans young people from throughout the UK and Ireland. We are
currently developing plans of how to support these networks further through nationally
coordinating a network of the LGBT+ youth work sector, with focused support delivered by
regional lead organisation ‘hubs’.
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A VOLUNTEER’S STORY
I can see the strong need for youth work to help people not just survive
but thrive and LGBT+ young people are particularly vulnerable to poor mental
health and social exclusion. The Proud Trust does an important job in helping
young people feel included and safe in their communities. It was important to
me that I took the vital support I had been given as a young person and paid
it forward, using my knowledge and experience to help young people who find
themselves in a similar position to me at their age.
Visiting LGYM [Manchester LGBT+ youth group] for the first time, it was clear
to me that this was a safe, welcoming and (most importantly) a youth-led
space. The artwork on the walls, the young people excitedly talking and the
cups of tea being made and shared all pointed to a place where young people
felt comfortable and empowered to express themselves without judgement.
I was particularly struck by the simple efficacy of the Name Game, which
gives every young person a chance to boldly declare themselves and a moment
to be heard. I knew immediately that this was a place where important work
could be done to empower young people to realise their own potential. For
many young people this group will be the only chance to be heard and seen as
the wonderful person they are.
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I have felt so supported, especially during the first few weeks of my
volunteer journey. It is not easy for anyone being the new person in
an established group, let alone someone trying to earn the trust and
respect of a group of young people! The youth workers made it easy
and I quickly felt like an important part of the team. Everyone worked
together really well, they felt included. I learned about what young people
found important about their identities, and the activities taught me a lot
about how young people choose to take pride in their sexual and gender
identities.
The Proud Trust have also been very supportive of my needs as a
volunteer and as a person with mental health difficulties. Working full
time in a school can be a stressful experience, and there were times
where I had to consider the balance between wanting to help out in the
community and needing to look after myself. Thankfully The Proud Trust
has been happy to work around my needs, allowing me to volunteer as
and when I feel that I can, and understanding when I am unable to fulfil
my role. This feels like an important reflection of their desire to be an
inclusive organisation and is something I admire.
I am looking forward to continuing to volunteer with the group, learning
from the other workers and young people. In the future I hope to grow
my ability to support young people, particularly those who struggle with
their mental health and find new and exciting ways to make LGYM a safe
and welcoming space for the young people who need it.
– Youth Work Volunteer
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HOW WE PARTNER TO MAKE MORE POSITIVE CHANGES IN
PEOPLE’S LIVES
We always want to share our approaches through partnering with others. This happens through the delivery of
training, the set-up of new LGBT+ youth groups and our involvement and development of networks and forums.
Here are some examples of our partnership approach:
Our ambitious yet critical rebuild project has required us to work across industries and we have cultivated a
dedicated rebuild board of experts over several years. We have an inspiring membership of professionals from the
University of Manchester, Manchester Metropolitan University, Manchester Cathedral, the Lord Lieutenant of
Greater Manchester, Manchester City Council, Barnardos, Manchester School of Architecture, Dooley Associates,
Bruntwood, One Manchester, URBED, Vinci Construction and Balfour Beatty. Working with such a diverse collection
of industry experts has enabled us to deliver on the largest LGBT+ capital project in the UK. In January 2019 we
were granted planning permission to proceed with the rebuild, and from April 2019 we had a financial boost from
the Greater Manchester Combined Authority who pledged £450,000 to the scheme.
People from community settings, the building sector, local authorities, companies and the NHS have all supported
us in raising awareness and funds for the project.
With our fundraising in its final phase, we can now plan to demolish and rebuild our LGBT+ Centre, meaning we
can triple the number of people we support through a new centre over three storeys and with a roof garden.
The Centre was vacated in mid-August 2019 with a contractor being appointed and onsite from Autumn/Winter
2019. Completion of the rebuild is scheduled for around Autumn/Winter 2020. The team are working on an
exciting programme of events to launch the new bigger and better Centre, which will be a home for the LGBT+
community for generations to come.
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Our youth work provision is provided within many community venues across Greater Manchester. In partnership
with organisations like Cheshire West and Chester Council (who fund us to deliver the Phoenix LGBT+ youth
groups, wider outreach youth work and work in local schools) we can capitalise on what works as well as benefit
from the relationships the Council has with schools and youth workers to reach more people, and bring on board
more partners.

This has been essential LGBT+ training which gave all staff the opportunity to
learn and feel safe to ask questions and bring their understanding of current
issues to the forefront of their teaching in the primary school setting!’
(Theresa Rainford, Deputy Head Guilden Sutton Primary School)

Our portfolio of training, including The Rainbow Flag Award and The Safer Person Project, actively supports
organisations that work with children and young people to become more LGBT+ inclusive. Our training programmes
have received significant recognition and support from the Government Equalities Office, Department for
Education, the PSHE Foundation, the Sex Education Forum and other partners in the sector.
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SNAPSHOT OF OUR FINANCES

The organisation publishes a full set of accounts which you can download from Companies House. This two page
snapshot provides a useful overview of our finances to help show where we generate income from, and where
we spend the charity’s funds. It is not a replacement for our annual accounts.
All figures are rounded to the nearest £500.

INCOME £962,000
Of which:
Restricted income such
as grants

71%

£683,000

Charitable activities
including training delivery 14.3%

£138,000

8%

£76,500

Trading including our 6.4%
community cafe

£62,000

Donations and legacies

Investment income 0.3%
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EXPENSES £695,000
Of which:

Staff costs
Partner delivery, incl RFA* &
external services
Cafe costs, incl staff

20.7%

Fundraising

5.6%

Website & publicity
Groups & residentials, incl
room hire
Staff & volunteer travel
Internet, phone, IT & office
rent
Equipment & maintenance
Professional fees &
subcriptions
Copy, postage & stationary

4.8%

45.8%
9.1%

4.3%
3.5%
2%
1.9%
1.6%
0.8%

£318,000
£144,000
£63,000
£39,000
£33,000
£30,000
£24,000
£14,000
£13,000
£11,000
£6,000

Income minus Expenses this year = £267,000
(in restricted and non-restricted carry-over in the charity’s funds)

Reserves
Our net income includes £205,000 of unrestricted money and £62,000 in restricted money which is for set
purposes (e.g. a grant funded service).
Our total unrestricted reserves including surplus from previous years is £723,000.
Charities need to keep some reserves aside in case we encounter financial difficulties; The Proud Trust keeps
£290,000 out of the £723,000 for this purpose.
Our trustees have agreed to put up to £280,000 towards the rebuild of the LGBT+ Centre. We need to keep this
aside and it comes from the £723,000.
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GLOSSARY

Everyone has the right to self-identify, and will have differing relationships with the words that
they choose to identify themselves with. It is important to ask how a person identifies, and to
respect their answer. This glossary is not definitive, but below are some of the most common
identities and terms used, when talking about sexual orientation and gender identity.
Ally – A person who fights for, and supports others in their fight for equality, despite not being a
member of the marginalised group, e.g. a heterosexual and/or cisgender person who believes in, and
fights for equality for LGBT+ people.
Asexual – A person of any gender or sexual orientation who experiences little, or no sexual
attraction to other people.
Bisexual – A person of any gender who experiences romantic and/or sexual attraction to people of
their own gender, and other genders.
Cis(gender) – A person whose gender aligns or “matches” with the sex they were assigned at birth.
Discrimination – Treating individuals or a particular group of people differently, especially in a
worse way from the way in which someone might treat other people, because they hold negative
views about people with certain characteristics they may have, e.g. a person’s skin colour, faith, sex
assigned at birth, sexual orientation, or class.
Gay – A man who experiences romantic and/or sexual attraction to other men. Sometimes “gay” is
used by women who are attracted to women too.
Gender Fluid – A person who feels that their gender is not static and that it changes throughout
their life, this could be on a daily/weekly/monthly basis.
Gender Neutral/Agender – A person who does not identity with any gender.
Heterosexual/Straight – A person who is attracted to people of a different gender, e.g. a man who
is attracted to women.
Intersex – A person is assigned intersex, often at birth, when their sex characteristics don’t align
with the medical definitions of “female” or “male”. The external and internal body, as well as
chromosomes and hormones, can all be factors when assigning sex.
Lesbian – A woman who experiences romantic and/or sexual attraction to other women.
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LGBT+ – An acronym for lesbian, gay, bisexual
and trans (plus other related identities). LGBT+ is
used as an umbrella expression to refer to people
with minority sexual orientations and/or gender
identities.
Non-binary – An umbrella term for gender identities
outside of the “gender binary” of “women” and “men”.
Pansexual – A person of any gender who experiences
romantic and/or sexual attraction to people regardless
of their gender identity.
Trans(gender) – A person whose gender identity does
not align or “match” with the sex and gender role they
were assigned at birth.
You can download our full LGBT+ glossary here:
theproudtrust.org/resources/posters-and-leaflets/glossary
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